CSWG BPR’s

RSP CSWG Business Process #3 (How RSP will review CS at Proposal)
Last revised 1/7/11

ISSUE:
The RSP Cost share working group needs a formal process on how RSP proposal group will
approach proposal review/submission where proposals contain cost sharing.
PROCESS:
1. After a Dean’s office has approved cost sharing, a proposal will be developed.
a. Note: Some Dean’s offices will use the cost sharing tool (CS Tool) developed by APR for
granting approval of cost sharing.
2. The proposal will be entered into WISPER, as is the normal process.
3. If Campus is to submit the proposal, the Campus representative will go through CS checks.
4. If RSP is to submit the proposal, the RSP Proposal Team will:
a. Receive the assigned WISPER record as normal.
b. Check for CS information.
i. The WISPER general tab should be filled out by campus, to indicate approved
cost sharing is offered in the proposal.
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ii. The WISPER approval tab should be filled out by campus, to indicate Dean’s
office has reviewed and approved cost sharing in the proposal.

iii. The WISPER attachments tab can optionally have the Cost sharing tool summary
attached, to indicate Dean’s office has approved a specific cost sharing plan, as
devised by the PI/Dept.

c. Review the budget to ensure cost sharing proposed is listed.
d. Check the cost share amount
i. Notify supervisor if there are instances of high amounts of cost sharing (ex: 5 to
1 cost sharing to funds being requested)
e. Check the cost sharing budget for categories which are preferred
i. Preferred budget categories are:
1. UW salary/fringe benefits
2. F&A costs associated with any cost shared direct expense
3. Unrecovered F&A costs due to a lowered or waived F&A
4. Third party cash contributions
ii. Acceptable, but not preferred budget categories are:
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1. Purchase price of equipment
2. Travel expenses
3. Tuition or tuition remission
4. Supplies
5. Volunteer Effort
6. In kind contributions from a third party
f. Verify that the cost sharing can be documented and add notes in WISPER regarding who
will collect the information.
i. Documentation of payroll CS is obtained by RSP using UW’s accounting records.
ii. Documentation of non-payroll CS is sent by Dept to RSP, and then RSP enters
information into UW’s accounting records.
iii. Documentation of third-party in kind CS is obtained by Dept and sent to RSP,
and then RSP enters information into UW’s accounting records.
g. Act as a partner with campus after the review.
i. If there are questions or if CS is not clearly documented, contact Dean’s office to
discuss any issues discovered during review.
1. If a Dean’s office has not submitted a CS tool summary, RSP should
encourage the use of this form to document the cost sharing plan and
approval.
ii. Link to the CS guidelines (pages 7-11 has information on offering CS):
http://www.rsp.wisc.edu/costsharing/costsharing_guidance_20101021.pdf
iii. If there are educational opportunities, the team member can set up a meeting
with the Dean’s office to offer guidance/suggestions for future reference.
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